Abstract: This paper unveils and motivates an ambitious programme of hidden algebraic research in software engineering, beginning with our general goals, continuing with an overview of results, and including some future plans. Selected literature on concurrency and the object paradigm is reviewed, and a new perspective on nondeterminism is developed. The main contribution is powerful hidden coinduction techniques for proving behavioral correctness of concurrent systems; several mechanical proofs are given using OBJ3. We also show how modularization, bisimulation, transition systems, concurrency and combinations of the functional, constraint, logic and object paradigms t into hidden algebra.
Introduction
The initial goal of our hidden research was both straightforward and ambitious:
(A1) To give a semantics for software engineering, and for the object paradigm in particular, supporting correctness proofs that are as simple and mechanical as possible.
This emphasis on the e ectiveness of proofs seemed to rule out approaches based on models expressed in set theory, denotational semantics, higher order logic, type theory, etc., because of the di culties of proving things in these approaches. An equational approach seemed worth exploring, because equational logic achieves maximal simplicity and mechanization, while still allowing full expressiveness. So building on a long tradition in computing science (often called algebraic specication), we use algebra for our semantics. However, the hidden algebra approach is distinct in that it uses sorts in two di erent ways: 1. some sorts are used for data values (e.g., of attributes), as in the algebraic approach to data types; and 2. some sorts are used for states, as in the algebraic approach to abstract machines. The latter gives us objects, classes, etc.. These two uses of sorts are dual. Induction is used to establish properties of data types, whereas coinduction is used to establish properties of objects. Similarly, initiality is important for data types, whereas nality is important for states. However, we do not insist that implementations of data types must be initial, or that implementations of abstract machines (i.e., objects) must be nal; on the contrary, we accept any implementation that satis es the given axioms. This is important because in general, the best implementations are neither initial nor nal, but somewhere between.
The hidden paradigm takes as basic the notion of behavioral abstraction, or more precisely, behavioral satisfaction: our speci cations characterize how objects (and systems) behave, not how they are implemented; they provide a notion of behavioral type, which we prefer to call a hidden theory (or behavioral theory or hidden speci cation). Our correctness proofs show that one hidden theory behaviorally satis es another, in the sense that any model of the second theory yields a model of the rst. This principle allows us to justify our proof techniques model theoretically, re ecting our view that 1
A Little Literature
An adequate survey of the literature on concurrency would consume many volumes, and the literature on the object paradigm would surely take more; and then there are the logic, functional and constraint paradigms! Even worse, each of these literatures seem to be growing so fast that no individual can keep up with them. The situation remains unreasonable even if we con ne attention to work that is mathematically rigorous. Consequently, this subsection only considers research that seems especially closely related to ours, and that has in uenced it in some way. Even this more modest task is impossible, and we beg forgiveness for our many sins of omission, and humbly request any who are su ciently annoyed to send us their suggestions for improvement. Unfortunately, the work that is most closely related to our current work is our own prior work, so we must also beg the reader's indulgence for an overabundance of self-citation. We begin before the beginning, with algebra. Although algebra has its roots in mathematics, computing science has made several contributions, starting with a simpli cation of notation for many sorted algebra 26], and continuing with initial algebra semantics (for abstract syntax and abstract data types) 26, 57, 58] , then order sorted algebra (giving a systematic approach to subtypes that also allows specifying partial recursive functions, partially de ned functions, error de nition and recovery, coercions and multiple representations 40, 52, 50] ), and most recently in this tradition, hidden sorted algebra 33, 41, 43] , or hidden algebra for short.
The hidden approach di ers from earlier approaches in its explicit connections to the object paradigm, including concurrency, its use of a xed universe of data values, and its use of behavioral satisfaction. The founding paper in hidden algebra is 33], which builds on earlier algebraic work on abstract data types 26, 57, 58] , and is a natural extension of prior work by Goguen and Meseguer on (what they then called) abstract machines 48, 78] . Hidden algebra also generalizes automaton theory, which again has a long tradition in computing science; we would particularly mention the pioneering work of Eilenberg and Wright 23] , which took a categorical approach to`tree automata,' generalizing traditional state transition automata. The rst systematic exposition of hidden algebra is given in 41], with many new ideas, including our approach to concurrency. The problem of combining hidden with ordered sorts was rst solved in 11]. Order sorted hidden algebra is further developed in 43] and 75], and 40] shows how to handle overwriting of methods using a special kind of signature. The development of our coinduction method began with 43, 75] , in the context of correctness proofs for re nement of objects and abstract machines.
The hidden approach uses behavioral satisfaction to get an algebraic treatment of state that abstracts away from implementation details. The elegant idea of behavioral satisfaction was introduced by Reichel 84] in the context of partial algebras; see also 85] . Behavioral equivalence of states, a generalization of bisimulation, appeared in 48], which also rst recognized the connection between tree automata and software engineering. Reichel's notion of behavioral theory has been developed further in several di erent directions within the algebraic speci cation community, mainly using partial algebras, e.g., see 7, 21, 22] and the survey 81] .
In order to get the powerful module and type system of parameterized programming 53, 27, 29, 28, 31, 59] , it is necessary that the signatures (with their morphisms), models and axioms form what is called an`institution ' 39] . What we call`half institutions' are used in 22] , which claims that one cannot get a full institution for the object paradigm with behavioral satisfaction. However, this is because they fail to distinguish between xed data values and hidden states, and between the use of hidden signature maps for vertical structure (re nements) and hidden signature morphisms for horizontal structure (module composition). In 75], we suggest these two kinds of signature arrows are appropriate for di erent purposes, and show that the one that should form an institution (morphisms) in fact does so (see also Section 4).
The rst e ective algebraic proof technique for behavioral properties was context induction, introduced by Hennicker 67] and further developed with Bidoit (e.g, 7] ). This research programme is similar to ours in many ways; their approach is more concerned with semantics than with proofs, and their context induction can be very awkward to apply in practice (see 24] for a discussion of some of the di culties). We propose hidden coinduction as a way to eliminate the awkwardness of context induction.
Reichel's seminal work on behavioral satisfaction was in part motivated by an insight on how to unify initial and nal semantics 84] . Behavioral and nal semantics were perhaps rst advocated by Montanari et al. 25 ], though Wand 95] also made an early contribution. Finality is also used for treating states in 84, 48, 78, 74] , among many other places, including the present paper; there is some elegant more recent by work by Reichel on co-algebraic semantics for the object paradigm 86]. Some sophisticated results on computability for initial and nal algebras appear in 80]; both initiality and nality results compatible with the hidden paradigm were proved in 48] . This ood of work on nality and behavioral abstraction validates some intuitions expressed long ago by Guttag 62, 63] .
The hidden approach seems the rst to address both concurrency and e ective proof techniques for systems of objects within the algebraic tradition, although we should certainly mention rewriting logic 77], which also works in the algebraic speci cation tradition, and indeed, also builds on OBJ 60] . This elegant approach views actions as inference steps in a`rewriting logic,' which is essentially equational logic without the law of symmetry. A strong point of this approach is its ability to model many di erent approaches to concurrency in natural and simple ways. However, its treatment of objects (and messages), based on an associative-commutative (AC)`soupi cation 3 ' operation, seems to raise substantial di culties for proving properties of large systems, due to the computational complexity of AC uni cation, and the concrete level of its representations. In 19] , behavioral speci cation is applied to rewriting logic, through the sophisticated semantic de nition of behavioral satisfaction between rewriting logic models and (conditional) rules that arises from the very general`institutional 4 ' approach to behavior developed in 11].
So called`process algebras' (also called concurrency calculi), like CCS 79], ACP 5] and CSP 69] , are typically presented using systems of equations. Equations are used very di erently in process algebra than in hidden algebra. In process algebra, variables range over processes and operators combine processes. Consequently, process algebra equations describe relations among ways of combining processes, rather than relations among methods and attributes, as in hidden algebra. The emphases of the three research groups di er: the CSP group has emphasized set theoretic semantics of processes as streams of actions, while the CCS group has been more concerned with equational axiomatization and decision procedures, and the ACP group has been more concerned with the use of their equations as rewrite rules; these di erent motivations and intuitions have led to di erent equations. But as noted by Abramsky 1] , the veritable Babel of formalisms ... suggests that the current methodologies for concurrency are insu ciently constrained, or perhaps that some key ideas are still missing. The lack of consensus on a suitable system of equations is discouraging, suggesting that these`laws of concurrency' may not have the same status as`laws of nature' in physics, despite occasional claims to the contrary. Process algebras treat an anemic 5 special case that disallows attributes, parameterized methods, and any explicit role for data types. Of course, process algebra can be generalized, and in fact, hidden algebra can be seen as such a generalization, whose aim is to compress state spaces by parameterizing states, and to admit powerful algebraic proof techniques, as opposed to search through vast transition graphs.
Like process algebras, labeled transition systems correspond to an anemic special case of hidden algebra, where much of the structure that makes proofs easier has been discarded; for example, parameterized methods must be represented by a (generally in nite) number of similarly labeled transitions. Also, there is no explicit place for the data types used as attribute values. However, transition systems can be generalized to avoid some of these limitations, as shown in Section 3.5, where they are given additional structure to represent attribute values. Despite these limitations, we have been much inspired by the many deep insights that can be found in the mainstream of concurrency research. Abramsky 1] introduces interaction categories, a very elegant categorical approach to processes, having some similarities to our approach to concurrency that deserve further exploration.
Approaches based on set theoretic semantic models, such as Z 91] and CSP 69], can lead to very di cult proofs involving properties of sets and hence axioms for set theory 6 . Denotational semantic models (e.g., 4]) are no better in this respect, and as Abramsky 1] remarks, have only been really successful for functional languages; this should not be surprising, because denotational semantics is so strongly based on the -calculus. For the ambitious veri er, set theoretic and denotational semantic de nitions lead into a dangerous semantic swamp, infested with alligator-mouth-like 2s
and/or shark n-like s.
There is also a distinguished tradition of research in coalgebra. One thread in this tradition seeks to show existence of nal transition systems, which give rise to an abstract notion of bisimulation and can be used to give a semantics for process algebras 2, 6] . Another thread views coalgebra as a variation on universal algebra 88], and applies it to functional programming 64, 73, 61] , to automata theory 87, 88, 76] , and to the object paradigm 86, 70, 71, 72, 14] . An interesting recent development combines algebra and coalgebra to describe denotational and operational semantics 93]. Reichel 86] was the rst to apply coalgebra explicitly to the object paradigm, and his basic construction can be used to show that hidden algebra extends coalgebra with generalised constants 74, 15] . It is precisely this extension that allows the treatment of nondeterminism we advocate in this paper. In fact, it seems di cult to treat nondeterminism at all in a purely coalgebraic approach, since the obvious move of using power objects in the de ning functor compromises the e ectiveness of equational reasoning.
Hidden algebra was developed with the object paradigm in mind 33, 41] , but it also supports combining the functional, logic (see Section 2.4) and object paradigms 34, 47] and 44]. The key to combining di erent paradigms is to combine their underlying semantics at an appropriate level of abstraction, as advocated in 49]. It should be possible to combine the object, logic, and constraint paradigms along the lines of 42], using the very elegant category theoretic approach to constraint logic programming described in 17, 18] . Note that ordinary imperative programming is the special case of hidden algebra where the objects correspond to program variables; hence our work will apply to traditional concurrent and sequential programming 7 . Hidden algebra and the proof techniques described in this paper can be useful in many areas of computing science; for example, they have been used to prove the correctness of a rather sophisticated optimizing compiler for OBJ 66, 65].
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Hidden Algebra
Hidden algebra captures the fundamental distinction between data values and internal states by modeling the former with`visible' sorts and the latter with`hidden' sorts. These are respectively treated in the next two subsections.
Visible Data Values
The components of a system must use the same representations for the data that they share, or else they cannot communicate; thus it makes sense to declare a xed collection of shared data values, bundled together in a single algebra 8 The above concerns semantics; but the prudent veri er needs an e ective speci cation for data values to support proofs, and it is especially convenient to use initial algebra semantics, which also supports proofs by induction 9 . For example, the following OBJ3 speci cation for the natural numbers is used in later examples: obj NAT is sort Nat .
op 0 : -> Nat . op s_ : Nat -> Nat prec 1]. op _<_ : Nat Nat -> Bool . var N M : Nat . eq 0 < s N = true . eq N < N = false . eq s N < 0 = false . eq s N < s M = N < M . endo
Here NAT is the name of the module and Nat is the name of the sort for natural numbers. The keyword pair obj...endo indicates initial algebra semantics. The underbar characters indicate where an argument goes, so that the successor operator s_ has pre x syntax, and the inequality operator _<_ has in x syntax. The rest of the OBJ3 syntax used here should be fairly self-evident; for more on OBJ3, see 45, 60] .
Our examples assume a xed OBJ3 module DATA giving a signature and axioms for D (D need not be a term model for DATA, or even an initial model). The following says that DATA is just the natural numbers; this is adequate for (most of) this paper, noting that NAT imports the Booleans. obj DATA is pr NAT . endo Of course, the (cumulative) signature of DATA must be , and we may let F denote its set of equations.
In writing a speci cation for the data involved in a problem, it is encouraging to recall that any computable algebra can be nitely speci ed with initial algebra semantics, and that data types used as values really should be computable. However, one could just as well use a loose semantics, by explicitly giving any properties that are needed, and then noting that any -algebra D satisfying these properties could be the data universe. Indeed, some data universes are not computable, e.g., the real and complex numbers, which are important for constraint logic programming. However, even these data types can be captured with initial algebra semantics by using an uncountable number of constants and equations (though order sorted algebra should be used to prohibit division by zero).
Hidden Signatures and Hidden Algebras
This subsection gives basic de nitions for hidden algebra. Hidden algebra uses a loose behavioral semantics over a xed data algebra. Contrary to 81], there is no competition between this and initial algebra semantics, because they are used for di erent purposes. The following justi es the simplest ways to reason about behavioral satisfaction: Proposition 9: In proving E j e, the ordinary rules of equational deduction are valid, including substituting one behavioral equation into another, and of course symmetry and transitivity; visible equations can also be used in such proofs. 2
This result is easy to prove, and can be very useful. For example, if we want to prove getx putx(N, putx(M, S)) = N , for the above theory X, we can just do the following: red getx putx(N, putx(M, S)) == N .
(OBJ3 complains about the variables, but does the reduction anyway, treating them as constants, and giving the correct result, true; see Appendix Section A.) However something more powerful than reduction is needed to prove the equation about double reverse given above, or to prove putx(M, putx(N, S)) = putx(M, S)).
Unfortunately, it is easy to write theories that have no models. For example, if we add a constant newf of sort Flag Many examples in this paper can be shown consistent using this result. A su cient condition for the Church-Rosser property is that the equations are nonoverlapping 11 . Once a speci cation has been shown consistent ignoring its nonlocal equations, the consistency of constraints can be considered separately; however, determining whether a set of constraints has a solution can be arbitrarily di cult, even unsolvable.
Example 14: This hidden theory for arrays is used in a later example, and can be seen consistent by using Theorem 13:
11 For conditional equations, the left sides may overlap, but then the conditions must be disjoint. There are no hidden equations. 2
Hidden algebra can be regarded as an instance of the constraint logic as described in 17, 18]: (V; ) is the signature of builtins, D the model of builtins, and is an extension of the`logical' signature; however, hidden algebras di er from constraint logic models, because the builtins are protected.
Nondeterminism
Modern distributed programming paradigms cannot do without nondeterminism, because the nodes of a network cannot be expected to know what the other nodes are going to be doing. Therefore it is essential that a formalism intended to be useful for modern software engineering should treat nondeterminism in a simple and natural way. But most concurrency calculi treat nondeterminism in complex and unnatural ways; moreover, there are sharp ongoing debates among the advocates of the various approaches, with no obvious resolution in sight.
Nondeterminism is inherent to the hidden paradigm; it arises whenever some attribute values are not determined by a speci cation. To understand this, it may help to view models as`possible worlds,' where each possible combination of nondeterministic choices appears in a di erent world. However, this does not mean more than one value can occur in a given world; on the contrary, each model is deterministic, in that attributes only take one value at a time. However, a given hidden speci cation may have multiple models, in which the attributes have completely di erent values.
De nition 15: Given a hidden theory P = (H; ; E), a ground -term t is de ned i for every context c (of appropriate sort), there is some d 2 D such that E j c t] = d; otherwise, t is unde ned. P is lexic i all ground terms are de ned. 2 Fact 16: Given a hidden theory P = (H; ; E), then:
useful in system development, and even at run time. Instead of having explicitly to say something is unde ned,' one simply does not de ne it; then it can have any value consistent with the given theory, and indeed, all possible combinations of values occur among the models of the theory. Hidden nondeterminism avoids theological disputes, e.g., between angelic and demonic nondeterminism 12 ; we simply get a certain range of implementation freedom, i.e., of possible worlds. There is exactly one unde ned visible ground term here, namely a(c). Hence this theory calls for a nondeterministic choice of a natural number, and indeed (up to behavioral equivalence, as de ned in Section 3) there is exactly one reachable -algebra for each choice of a natural number for the attribute. There are also in nitely many non-reachable models; these worlds may have arbitrarily many other`unnamed' (i.e., unreachable or`junk') objects, each with a natural number attribute. If we add the constraint eq a(H) < s s s s 0 = true . then the nondeterminism is restricted so that (again up to behavioral equivalence) there are just four reachable models, each a world where the attribute of the object c has value 0, 1, 2 or 3. The unreachable models contain other objects, each of which has an attribute with value 0, 1, 2 or 3. 2
Things get more interesting when there are methods as well as attributes. Then the elements reachable from a given element of a hidden algebra are the states that can arise by applying methods to that element; a connected component of elements consists of all states for a single object. It is almost obligatory to test drive a new speci cation technology over a range of stacks, because most approaches have already done so; hence stacks are a convenient (but minimal) benchmark for comparing approaches. We rst specify a non-deterministic stack. (Since this paper is limited to many sorted algebra, the handling of errors is weak; 40, 52] show how to do it better with order sorted algebra.) Terms like top push empty are unde ned, i.e., nondeterministic, and can take any value. Each model of this speci cation is deterministic, and represents one possible way of resolving the nondeterminism.
Behavioral satisfaction of the rst equation implies that whatever number is pushed on a stack stays there until it is popped; for example, it follows that top pop push S = top S and that top pop pop push push S = top S . However, it is not true that top push pop S = top S , because the new number pushed on S may be di erent from the old one.
The term top empty is also unde ned, and hence can take any value. Of course, we could x its value with an equation like top empty = 0 . Moreover, we could constrain push to just one of the four values 0, 1, 2, 3 by adding an equation like that in Example 17:
top push S < s s s s 0 = true . It is also possible to have several di erent nondeterministic push methods, each subject to di erent constraints. 2
Thus hidden semantics di ers sharply from initial semantics, where terms like top empty would appear as new elements of sort Nat; it also di ers from pure loose semantics, where such terms could be either new elements or else old data values.
Hidden algebraic nondeterminism can be used much as in the concurrent constraint paradigm: a speci cation describes the possible states of an object in isolation, but what states actually occur is co-determined with other objects through their interactions, expressed as constraints. For example, the speci cations for an array and a pointer into it describe all their possible states separately, but when they are put together to implement a stack, many states are no longer reachable 13 . Thus, hidden algebra is naturally nondeterministic; we will see that it is also well suited to nonterminating (Example 36), concurrent, and reactive systems. 
, and therefore h N ( (`)) = h M ( (`)), because f is the identity on visible sorts. 2 Theorem 22: A hidden theory P = (H; ; E) has an initial model, denoted L P , i it is consistent and lexic.
Proof: We rst show that if P is consistent and lexic, then L M = L N for any two P-models M; N. Lexicality implies that for any visible ground term t there is a unique d t 2 D with E j (8;) System development consists in part of progressively reducing implementation freedom 15 , which may involve reducing nondeterminism, among other things. Reducing nondeterminism is consistent with software engineering practice, where all the operations in a program are deterministic, but at a given development stage many programs may still satisfy the speci cation. Thus, hidden nondeterminism is more appropriate for re nement (see Section 4) than the forms usually found e.g., in process algebra. Nondeterminism can also remain right down to the implementation level, where any consistent value may be returned. For example, a set of constraints may be resolved only at run time, and in di erent ways at di erent times. Thus, the same notion of nondeterminism is useful for implementation freedom and for runtime choice.
More Hidden Satisfaction and the Logic Paradigm
It is easy to de ne hidden satisfaction for all the connectives of rst order logic, and indeed of modal and other logics. For us, the most important of these is existential quanti cation, because it provides the existential queries that are the basis of our combined logic-object paradigm 47 To establish our combined logic-object paradigm, we need a hidden Herbrand theorem to reduce reasoning over arbitrary models (e.g., of object oriented databases) to reasoning over a singlè Herbrand universe' term algebra, as in ordinary logic programming (see 49 ] for a precise statement of the corresponding result for equational logic programming). The following result is from 47]:
Theorem 24: Given a consistent lexic hidden theory ( ; E), then an initial ( ; E)-algebra G behaviorally satis es a -query q i every ( ; E)-algebra behaviorally satis es q. 2
We can always choose a canonical term algebra 57] for G, and thus use narrowing to solve queries, as illustrated in 47]; of course, more e cient methods can be used in special cases. Applications of this paradigm 44] may involve queries to an object oriented database where the resulting object is not just retrieved, but actually created. For example, one might describe a holiday package (or a software package) that one wants, and then actually get the tickets and reservations (or the executable code) as the result of the query 16 .
The work in this section (and also on re nement in Section 4) extends to Horn clause logic with equality, by applying a construction that reduces that logic to hidden equational logic (see 47] , extending Diaconescu 16] ). This gives a paradigm that uni es the object paradigm with equational logic programming and traditional Horn clause logic programming 49].
Behavior and Hidden Coinduction
Induction is a standard technique for proving properties of initial (or more generally, reachable) algebras of a theory. Principles of induction can be justi ed from the fact that an initial algebra has no proper subalgebras (e.g., 37, 78] ). We will see that nal (terminal) algebras play an analogous role in justifying reasoning about behavioral properties with hidden coinduction. We rst need the following:
De nition 25: Given a hidden signature , a hidden subsignature , and a hidden -algebra A, then behavioral -equivalence on A, denoted , is de ned as follows, for a; a 0 2 A s : For , a hidden -congruence on a hidden -algebra A is a -congruence ' which is the identity on visible sorts, i.e., such that a ' v a 0 i a = a 0 for all v 2 V and a; a 0 2 A v = D v . We call a hidden -congruence just a hidden congruence. However, the key property 17 is:
Theorem 27: If is a hidden signature, is a hidden subsignature of , and A is a hidden -algebra, then behavioral -equivalence is the largest behavioral -congruence on A. 2
Probably the most common case is = , but the generalization to smaller is useful, for example in verifying re nements, as we will see in Section 4.
Theorem 27 is not hard to prove (a simple but very abstract proof is given in Section 3.2). The proof generalizes the well known construction of an abstract machine as a quotient of the term algebra by the behavioral equivalence relation (usually called the Nerode equivalence in that context) 78, 74] , and uses the existence of nal algebras that is proved in Section 3.1.
Theorem 27 implies that if a ' a 0 under some hidden congruence ', then a and a 0 are behaviorally equivalent. This justi es a variety of techniques for proving behavioral equivalence (see also 43, 75] It is easy to do this proof mechanically using OBJ3, since all the computations are just ordinary equational reasoning. We set up the proof by opening FLAG and adding the necessary assumptions; The new constants f1, f2 are introduced to stand for universally quanti ed variables (using the ordinary theorem of constants 45, 37] ). The following shows R is a hidden congruence:
open . eq up? f1 = up? f2 . red (up f1) R (up f2) . ***> should be: true red (dn f1) R (dn f2) . ***> should be: true red (rev f1) R (rev f2) . ***> should be: true close Finally, we show that all FLAG-algebras behaviorally satisfy the equation with: red (rev rev f1) R f1 .
All the above code runs in OBJ3, and gives true for each reduction, provided the following lemma about the Booleans is added somewhere,
where B is a Boolean variable; alternatively, a decision procedure for the Booleans could be used instead of OBJ3's builtin Booleans, which only knows how to reduce ground terms. We believe the proof above is about as simple as could be hoped for 18 (This result was suggested to us by R azvan Diaconescu.)
To summarize, hidden coinduction is the proof technique where we de ne a relation, show it is a hidden congruence, and then show behavioral equivalence of two terms by showing they are congruent. 19 More information on constructors and selectors in order sorted algebra is given in 50].
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Exercise 33: Prove that the equation eq putx(M,putx(N,S)) = putx(M,S) .
is a behavioral consequence of the theory X in Example 8, and that it is not strictly satis ed. (A proof for the satisfaction part of this exercise appears in Appendix B.) 2
The way we de ne the congruence relation in a coinductive proof can have a signi cant e ect on how the proof applies to models. If the relation is de ned inductively over some constructors, then given a model A, the congruence is only de ned on the subalgebra A 0 A generated by those constructors in A; this is the subalgebra that is reachable using those constructors. More speci cally, the proof that such a candidate relation is a congruence might proceed by induction on the given constructors; in this case, what is proved is that the relation is a congruence on the subalgebra A 0 . Usually we don't care whether or not a behavioral equation is satis ed by unreachable states, because these states cannot occur when the machine is run. An example of a correctness proof that applies only to reachable states is given in Example 49 in Section 4.
Finality
This paper does not advocate nal algebra semantics; instead, our semantics for hidden theories is a loose behavioral semantics with a standard interpretation for data. In practice, the best implementations are often neither initial nor nal, but somewhere between. However, nal hidden algebras are important for our theoretical development, and in particular, they play a key role in justifying hidden coinduction. The construction of a nal algebra F below follows 11], and should help our intuition to grasp what is going on.
Given a hidden signature without generalized hidden constants (recall these are hidden operations with no hidden arguments), the hidden carriers of F are given by the following`magical formula':
the product of the sets of functions taking contexts to data values (of appropriate sort). Here hd gives the rst value in the stream, and tl gives the remainder of the stream. The nal algebra for this theory is the set of in nite lists of numbers, and the unique homomorphism from a STREAM-algebra A to the nal algebra F maps a 2 A to the in nite list of numbers hd a; hd tl a; hd tl tl a; : : : : 2
We now show that Theorem 34 generalizes to give nal models for all consistent lexic theories. De nedness is exactly what allows constants to be interpreted in the nal model. First, we need the following:
De nition 37: Given a hidden signature , let denote with all hidden constants removed.
Given a -algebra A, let A denote A viewed as a -algebra. 2 Theorem 38: If each equation in a hidden theory P = (H; ; E) has at most one variable of hidden sort, then P has a nal model, denoted F P , i it is consistent and lexic.
Proof: Suppose P is consistent and lexic, and for any P-algebra A, let ' : A ! F be the unique hidden -homomorphism to the nal algebra F , made into a hidden -algebra by interpreting generalised constants 2 w;h by (F ) (d) = '((A) ( Dual to the construction of an initial algebra for a theory as a quotient by the congruence de ned by its equations, the nal hidden algebra F P of a theory P is the greatest subalgebra of F that satis es the equations 20 . The unique homomorphism to the nal algebra can be thought of as mapping each state to all the observations that can be made upon it. We can get such a function for an arbitrary -algebra A by forgetting that certain hidden elements of A are named by hidden constants in . This motivates the following:
Proposition 41: Two elements of a hidden -algebra A are behaviorally equivalent i they map to the same element under the unique -homomorphism A ! F to the nal -algebra F . Proof: This follows straightforwardly from the de nition of behavioral equivalence and the`magic formula' that de nes F . 2
In other words, behavioral equivalence on an algebra is the kernel of the unique homomorphism to the nal algebra 74]. The quotient under this equivalence gives an algebra which is used in 11] to de ne behavioral satisfaction. The constructions for initial and nal abstract machines given in 48] are very similar to those given here, and are perhaps the rst in the literature.
A Categorical Hat Trick
Those who are antagonistic to and/or ignorant about category theory should skip this subsection. The remaining readers will nd here a very brief but elegant correctness proof for hidden coinduction using nality.
Given a hidden theory ( ; E) and an ( ; E)-algebra A, let h : A ! F be the unique homomorphism to the nal -algebra F . We can factor h as j; i where j is surjective and i is injective. Now let C denote the category of all factorizations e; f of h where e is surjective. Then the factorization j; i is nal in C and therefore has no proper quotients. This is the same as saying that the congruence de ned by (the kernel of) j is maximal on A . Thus we have proved Theorem 27 for the case = ; but the general case now follows, because any -algebra is also a -algebra. 
A Vending Machine

As before, it is easy to restrict behavior by adding equations like cq out(in(in(S)) = not out(S) if out(S) == out(in(S)).
which says you can't get the same substance three times in a row. It is interesting to look at the nal algebra, let's denote it F, for the signature without the constant init: according to our magic formula', it consists (up to isomorphism) of all in nite Boolean sequences | i.e., it is the algebra of (what are called) traces in traditional concurrency theory. Since there is a unique hidden homomorphism M ! F for any model M of VCT, the image of init under this map characterizes the behavior of M. This simple and elegant situation holds in general for hidden algebraic models of nondeterministic concurrent systems.
Derived Operations
A derived operation is one that can be de ned in terms of other operations; intuitively, it can be eliminated; it is convenient but not necessary. However, derived operations can sometimes get in the way. For example, in showing ' is a hidden -congruence, we want to ignore the derived operations in . This is justi ed by a result saying that given , if 0 consists of the non-derived operations in , then ' is a hidden -congruence i it is a hidden 0 -congruence.
This simpli es hidden congruence proofs. The most di cult part of making this precise is to de ne what derived operations are. The easiest way to do this involves a little category theory:
De nition 42: Let ( ; E) be a hidden theory and let ( 0 ; E 0 ) ( ; E) be a subtheory. Let A and A 0 be the categories of models of ( ; E) and ( 0 ; E 0 ), respectively, and let U : A ! A 0 be the forgetful functor. Then the operations in ? 0 are all derived i there exists an inverse F to U (so that both are isomorphisms). In this case, we say that ( 0 ; E 0 ) ( ; E) is a deriving extension. 2 This long sought general de nition of derived operation applies beyond equational logics to any institution whose signatures are an inclusive category. We can now state the following generalization of the result informally sketched in the rst paragraph of this subsection: These two equations are behaviorally equivalent to the single equation, in the sense that the two theories de ne exactly the same model categories: it is not hard to see that a hidden algebra A satis es the single equation i it behaviorally satis es the two conditional equations. Now de ne the functor F : A 0 ! A to add to an A 0 -model the unique operation rev de ned by the above two equations; now it is easy to see that this F is inverse to U, and hence is an isomorphism (and thus also a left adjoint). Thus, rev is derived. Eliminating one reduction from Example 3 is not worth the e ort involved in this proof, but there certainly are other cases where such a proof would be worth the trouble, and the proof technique is of some interest in itself.
Note that in general there is no maximal deriving extension. It is quite possible for a signature to have many di erent subsignatures of derived operations. For example, we have just shown that rev can be de ned in terms of up and dn; however, we can also derive both up and dn from rev alone, using the following conditional equations: 
Bisimulation and Transition Systems
This section considers the relationship between hidden theories and certain classes of labeled transition systems: we show that models of anemic hidden theories correspond to labeled transition systems that have been given an additional structure to handle attributes. It follows that bisimulation proofs are anemic coinduction proofs. Traditional state transition systems (and process algebras) consider systems with a single global state and just one kind of data; hence they correspond to specializing our hidden paradigm to just one hidden sort, say h, and just one visible sort, say v; thus we may write D for D v . But to capture the traditional notion, we must discard even more algebraic structure: because only unary operations are allowed, we must replace each operation 2 h w;s by a collection of operations d ;v ); nally we must also forget the algebraic structure on D. This impoverishment means that structural facts like pop push(X,S) = S cannot be expressed, and hence cannot play the useful role in veri cation that they should. However, impoverishing hidden algebra isn't enough: we must also enrich the traditional transition system with additional structure to handle attributes.
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De nition 44: An anemic signature is a hidden signature with no hidden constants and with just two sorts, h hidden and v visible, such that each operation has at most one argument, and that argument is hidden 21 .
Given an anemic signature , a -transition system is a triple (N; ; ), where N is a set (of states), : such that = h; 0 and h( (n; )) = 0 (h(n); ). 2
In traditional transition systems, what is visible is essentially the sequence of transitions, called a trace (more precisely, a trace is a sequence of transition labels). Attributes are not explicit, and are considered inferable from traces. For example, in a cookie vending transition system, the number of cookies left in the machine is calculated from the number of give-cookie transitions in the trace. Our de nition of transition system di ers from the traditional in having an output function that gives attributes for states. Our de nition also di ers in that transitions are total and deterministic: in any state n, a transition leads to precisely one new state, namely (n; ). This is no problem, as we have already shown that hidden nondeterminism is at least as powerful and elegant as standard approaches.
Given an anemic signature and a -algebra A, we get a -transition system (N A ; A ; A ), where N A = A h , A (a; ) = A (a), and A is the unique homomorphism to the nal -algebra F . Also, any hidden -homomorphism h : A ! A 0 gives a morphism of -transition systems h : (N A ; A ; A ) ! (N A 0 ; A 0 ; A 0 ). Moreover, every -transition system (N; ; ) gives rise to a hidden -algebra N , where (N ) h = N, and for methods 2 h;h we de ne (N ) (n) = (n; ), and for attributes 2 h;v we de ne (N ) (n) = (n)( (z)). It is straightforward to show that this de nes a one-to-one correspondence between hidden -algebras and -transition systems.
Every anemic signature has a nal -transition system, namely FT = (F ;h ; ; 1), where 1 is the identity function on F ;h and (f; )(c) = f(c (z)]), i.e., (f; ) = (F ) (f). The unique -transition morphism from (N; ; ) to the nal -transition system is . Finality of FT gives rise to the traditional bisimilarity relation for transition systems, in the same way that nality of F gives rise to the behavioral equivalence relation on hidden algebras:
De nition 45: Given an anemic signature , a bisimulation on a -transition system (N; ; ) is a relation B N N such that for all (n 1 ; n 2 ) 2 B:
1. (n 1 ) = (n 2 ) .
2. ( (n 1 ; ); (n 2 ; )) 2 B for all 2 h;h .
2
The rst condition says bisimulations are coherent with respect to observations given by ; the second is the standard bisimulation condition for deterministic transition systems. The two conditions in De nition 45 state that a bisimulation is a -congruence; in particular, the rst condition ensures that we can extend a bisimulation to an S-sorted relation that is the identity on visible sorts. This means that every bisimulation on a -transition system gives rise to a hidden congruence on the corresponding hidden algebra, and conversely, any hidden congruence on a hidden algebra gives rise to a bisimulation on the corresponding -transition system. Many results concerning hidden congruences translate across this correspondence to give results about bisimulations. In the standard terminology, two states are called bisimilar i they are related by some bisimulation; in other words, bisimilarity is a maximal bisimulation, just as behavioral equivalence is a maximal hidden congruence. Indeed, we can show that two states of a -transition system are bisimilar i they are behaviorally equivalent in the transition system viewed as a hidden -algebra. Moreover, bisimilarity arises from morphisms to the nal transition system in the same way that behavioral equivalence arises from homomorphisms to the nal -algebra (cf. Proposition 41):
Proposition 47: Given an anemic signature and a -transition system A, two states of A are bisimilar i the unique morphism to the nal transition system (i.e., the nal algebra) maps those states to the same element. 2
In other words, for a -transition system (N; ; ), two states n and n 0 are bisimilar i (n) = (n 0 ). This is another way of looking at coinduction: two states of a transition system are bisimilar i those states are behaviorally equivalent in the transition system viewed as an algebra of a hidden signature (cf. Theorem 41). More details on transition systems and hidden algebras will appear elsewhere 76]. It is possible to relate hidden algebras and nondeterministic transition systems via an adjunction. This says that for every nondeterministic transistion system, there is a`best' hidden algebra with the given behaviour, and vice-versa. Nondeterministic -transition systems are like -transition systems (N; ; ), except returns sets of states, i.e., each method is interpreted as an action that gives a nondeterministic choice of result states, or possibly no result state if returns the empty set. All -transition systems are nondeterministic systems, if we think of as always returning a singleton set, so any hidden algebra gives a nondeterministic -transition system, as above. To construct a hidden algebra from a nondeterministic transition system, note that hidden contexts (i.e., sequences of methods) form a transition system where takes a context c and a method in and returns the singleton set f (c)g. For any nondeterministic -transition system (N; ; ), we construct a hidden algebra whose carrier set is the set of functions from hidden contexts to N that preserve transitions, i.e., the set of functions f such that for all contexts c and methods , we have f( (c)) 2 (f(c); ). This algebra interprets a method as mapping a function f to the function c 7 ! f( (c)) for hidden contexts c. Transition preserving functions from contexts to N correspond to deterministic`paths' through the nondeterministic transition system, so the hidden algebra we have constructed can be thought of as the largest deterministic subsystem of (N; ; ).
To summarize, our main points have been that: (1) hidden algebra generalizes traditional transition systems to nonanemic signatures, capturing additional algebraic structure of methods, attributes and states; (2) bisimulation is the anemic special case of hidden coinduction; (3) the extra structure of hidden algebra makes veri cation easier; and (4) hidden nondeterminism is more graceful than that of traditional transition systems.
Re nement
The simplest view of re nement assumes a speci cation ( ; E) and an implementation A, and asks if A j E; the generalization to behavioral satisfaction is signi cant here, as it allows us to treat many subtle implementation tricks that only`act as if' correct, e.g., data structure overwriting, abstract machine interpretation, and much more.
Unfortunately, trying to prove A j E directly dumps us into the semantic swamp described in the introduction. To rise above this, we work with a speci cation E 0 for A, rather than an actual model 22 . This not only makes the proof far easier, but also has the advantage that the proof will apply to any other model A 0 that satis es E 0 . Hence, what we prove is E 0 j E; in semantic terms, this means that any A satisfying E 0 also satis es E, but very signi cantly, it also means that we can use hidden coinduction to do the proof. The remarks immediately preceding Section 3.1 about how an inductive de nition of the congruence relation of a coinductive proof a ects the models that it applies to are also relevant to coinductive re nement proofs.
Re nement is consistent with a view of software development as a series of design decisions giving a series of speci cations that are progressively more re ned and closer to actual code 23 . In this view, the more abstract speci cations allow more`implementation freedom,' while the more concrete speci cations tend to have larger signatures and/or more de ned terms; this is illustrated in the following.
Exercise 48: Show that each of C1, C2, C3 below re nes A1, and discuss how these re nements can be seen as reducing nondeterminism (c.f. the discussion in Section 2.3). The abstract speci cation A1 says that objects have two natural number valued attributes, the rst of which is less than the second: th A1 is sort State .
pr DATA . ops a b : State -> Nat . var S : State . eq a(S) < b(S) = true . endth
The proofs that the following re ne A1 need a richer theory of NAT than that in Section 2.1, including a de nition for addition and some simple lemmas about how it relates to inequality. We have concealed 24 these lemmas, so that our readers may have the pleasure of discovering them from 22 Some may object that this maneuver isolates us from the actual code used to de ne operations in A, preventing us from verifying that code. However, we contend that this isolation is actually an advantage. Empirical studies show that little of the di culty of software development lies in the code itself (only about 5% 9]); much more of the di culty lies in speci cation and design, and our approach addresses these directly, without assuming the heavy burden of a messy programming language semantics. But of course we can use algebraic semantics to verify code if we wish, as extensively illustrated in 45]. Thus we have achieved a signi cant separation of concerns. 23 Empirical studies show that this view of software development is naive; real development projects involve many false starts, redesigns, prototypes, patches, etc. 13]. Nevertheless, the idealized view is still useful as a way to organize and document veri cation e orts, often retrospectively. 24 They are in the source le for this paper, so that OBJ3 can read them to do the proofs, but to L A T E X they are invisible comments. the results of the reductions without the lemmas, as this is such an important and productive part of the veri cation process. 
Stack as Pointer plus Array
We now give a more substantive illustration of re nement, showing correctness of the familiar array-with-pointer implementation of stack.
Example 49: We have to prove that the equations in the STACK speci cation of Example 19 are behavioral consequences of a speci cation for pairs of an array state and a pointer, enriched with the stack operations. Let be the signature of STACK with E its equations, and let be the signature of the implementation with E 0 its equations.
, because the stack operations are de ned in the implementation. We will show E 0 j E, which means that every appropriate model of the implementation gives rise to a model of STACK after forgetting the operations in but not in (the subscript on E 0 j E means that behavioral satisfaction of E will be in terms of -contexts). Our proof uses hidden coinduction, without considering models at all, although our inductive de nition of the candidate relation does e ect the set of models to which it applies.
We represent the pointer by the state of a cell containing a natural number. A stack of depth n has n in this cell, and has its n elements in places 0; :::; n ? 1 of the array. Instead of using thè helper' results in Section 2.2, we apply Theorem 27 directly. The line`pr ARR' means that the models of PTR||ARR should include all and only the models of ARR, and in particular, that they have the same data algebra as ARR, namely DATA. : -> Arr . endth ***> first show R a congruence using case analysis: i1=0 or i1=s(j): open R + LEMMA . eq i1 = 0 . ***> then expanding i1 || a1 R i2 || a2 gives eq i2 = 0 . ***> now check the congruence equations: red top(i1 || a1) R top(i2 || a2) . red pop(i1 || a1) R pop(i2 || a2) . red push(n, i1 || a1) R push(n, i2 || a2) . close open R + LEMMA . eq i1 = s j . ***> then expanding i1 || a1 R i2 || a2 gives the 3 equations below: eq i2 = s j . eq a2 j] = a1 j] . eq j || a1 R j || a2 = true . ***> now check the congruence equations: red top(i1 || a1) R top(i2 || a2) . red pop(i1 || a1) R pop(i2 || a2) . red push(n, i1 || a1) R push(n, i2 || a2) . close ***> finally check the stack equations: red pop empty R empty . red top push(n, i || a) R n . red pop push(n, i || a) R i || a .
All reductions give true. We believe this proof is about as simple as possible. Indeed, most of the text is speci cations; the proof itself is just 27 lines (not counting open/close commands, variable declarations or comments, but including the proof of the lemma). OBJ3 does all the boring work in executing the 11 red commands, for a total of 120 rewrites. Formally, the congruence proofs use quanti er elimination, case analysis on i1, implication elimination, relation expansion, conjunction elimination, and nally reduction, where relation expansion makes explicit some consequences of R being true on a pair of terms. Now we prove the lemma used above, which just says that values in the array that lie above the pointer do not matter: red 0 || put(n,j,a) R 0 || a . ***> induction step: eq not j < s i = true . eq i || put(n,j,a) R i || a = true . red s i || put(n,j,a) R s i || a . close
The reader can visit this proof on the world wide web, execute the OBJ proof score on a remote OBJ3 sever, and follow links to explanation pages attached to proof pages, and to background information. The url for the proofsite homepage is http://lex.ucsd.edu/links.
Two points about this proof need further consideration. The rst is that the lemma is used in proving that R is a congruence, and the proof of that lemma appears to rely upon R being a congruence; we treat this point in an exercise below, because the technique involved is useful for other problems. The second point is that the inductive de nition of the congruence R implies that this proof only applies to states in models of the concrete speci cation that are reachable using that induction scheme (see the discussion just before Section 3.1). In particular, the proof that R is a congruence assumes that all stacks are of the form I || A. Therefore our proof only applies to states that are reachable by the _||_ operation. Of course, we could add operations op getPointer : Stack -> Nat . op getArray : Stack -> Array .
together with appropriate equations in order that all models of the concrete theory be reachable. Another possibility would be to use a di erent candidate relation, say S1 R S2 = top S1 == top S2 and (pop S1) R (pop S2) .
This relation would of course require a di erent correctness proof 43].
It is also worth noting that although this speci cation has two hidden sorts, but we are mainly interested in one of them, namely Stack Exercise 50: Show that the use of the lemma in the congruence proof is not circular, because its use there depends only on R being transitive and symmetric, not on its being a congruence. Hint: show that the proof of the lemma, together with transitivity and symmetry, justify the following: This proof was fairly straightforward to construct, except for the lemma. However, our style of using OBJ greatly facilitated even this, by producing an expression that suggested lemma; this is typical of our experience with OBJ proof scores 32, 45, 37] .
Notice that in this implementation the term top empty is given the concrete value 0; however, it could have been given any other value, for example, by adding one of the equations eq top 0 || A = s 0 . eq top 0 || A = A 0] .
In fact, the above proof does not require any particular value to be speci ed; all that is necessary in order to prove that R is a congruence is that all empty stacks (i.e., all stacks whose pointer is 0) should give the same value for top. Thus, we might have added one of the equations eq top 0 || A = top 0 || nil . eq top 0 || A1 = top 0 || A2 . although the latter is not a rewrite rule because of the free variable in the right side. A fully satisfactory treatment of stacks requires order sorted algebra, and would also allow a more satisfactory proof of re nement, because it would allow us to disregard values of top and pop on empty stacks, so that the value of top empty could be left unspeci ed. We write (?) for the subsignature of 0 whose operations are of the form ( ) for in ?. Correctness proofs for re nements involve showing that the concrete speci cation has the desired behaviour, and generally make use of the concrete equations. The proposition above says that a re nement can be proved correct using the concrete equations to verify both the congruence property of ( ) and the satisfaction of the equations '(c e]).
Model Based Re nement
Early studies of re nement were model oriented 68], considering re nement a relationship between two models, one`abstract' and the other`concrete.' Then it makes sense to map from concrete variables to the abstract objects they represent. However, the (often) complex representations of the concrete program, and the (usually) complex semantics of the programming language in which it is expressed introduce gratuitous di culties into such proofs. Our approach to re nement simpli es the rst di culty by considering theories for both the concrete and the abstract levels, while the complexity of the programming language semantics becomes a completely separate issue. In particular, our more abstract de nition of re nement for speci cations allows stepwise re nement to begin before choosing concrete representations for variables; such a choice corresponds to xing a model, and it is good engineering practice to delay such a commitment as long as possible.
For us, a representation is correct if it is a model of the concrete theory, and showing this should be much easier than showing that it satis es the abstract speci cation, because the representations will be much closer. The perhaps initially mysterious fact that mappings go in opposite directions for speci cations and for models is explained at a higher level of abstraction by the theory of institutions 39], which shows that in logics satisfying certain mild assumptions, it is natural that the maps induced by a signature morphism on models and on theories should go in opposite directions. Hence, the duality between model based and theory based re nement is very natural.
Finally, note that hidden algebra allows subtle changes of representation to be proved correct much more easily; indeed, our primary motivation is always to make correctness proofs just as easy as possible.
Concurrent Connection
Concurrency is an essential part of the object paradigm, and is natural to hidden algebra, in that no order of execution is speci ed by hidden theories; in particular, concurrent execution is legal whenever it is possible. This section describes an elegant construction of composite systems from components using the concurrent connection (a weaker version of this construction was called the independent sum when rst introduced in 41]). As motivation, consider the following: We now give a generalization and universal characterization of the above construction to any pair of speci cations (it extends to any set of speci cations):
De nition 57: A synchronization of speci cations P 1 ; P 2 with just one hidden sort is a speci cation P with re nements ' 1 : P ! P 1 ; ' 2 : P ! P 2 , where P is called the shared part, and a connection of a synchronization ' 1 ; ' 2 is a speci cation Q with re nements i : P i ! Q such that Q j (8X)(8Y )(8S) i (a i )(X; j (m j )(Y; S)) = i (a i )(X; S) , Q j (8X)(8Y )(8S) i (m i )(X; j (m j )(Y; S)) = j (m j )(Y; i (m i )(X; S)) , and ' 1 ; 1 = ' 2 ; 2 , for i = 1; 2, where S is an h-sorted variable, m k is a method and a k is an attribute of P k , such that none of these symbols lie in the image of ' k . We call an initial connection the concurrent connection, if there is one. 2
In practice, we can avoid these commutativity equations by representing states as ordered tuples, as in Example 49; this is possible because we do not mix messages into the same`soup' as objects. Intuitively, the concurrent connection is`the best' among all speci cations with noninterfering insertions for the P i . Although the components P i must have just one hidden sort, the candidate connections Q need not have this property. However, the proof of the result below (slightly generalizing the proof in 41]) shows that it does have just one hidden sort. where DATA contains at least NAT and the Booleans.
The proof of the theorem above shows that in general, concurrent connections have an in nite number of equations. However, in many cases a nite number su ces; for example, if = +?+ , where consists of visible operations, and is preserved by ?, as in Proposition 32. We can prove that a concurrent system is free from deadlock by proving that it is consistent; this is because deadlock means that the equations expressing synchronization do not have a solution.
Hidden coinduction can be used to verify properties of systems built by concurrent connection, as in the concurrent connection of an array and a pointer implementing a stack in Example 49. where in is the method that sends an input to the bu er. This kind of bu er can be implemented by the concurrent connection of a bu er that always accepts incoming values (possibly overwriting values if it is full) and a`gatekeeper' object that only allowing incoming values when the bu er is not full; hidden coinduction gives an elegant correctness proof. Some examples of hidden correctness proofs for asynchronous communication protocols are given in 94].
The concurrent connection of two objects without synchronization is their coproduct in the category having appropriate speci cations as objects and certain re nements as morphisms; more generally, Corina C^ rstea has shown that concurrent connection with synchronization is colimit in this category 14].
Finally, we emphasize that the de nition of concurrent connection in this section is not really suitable for proofs, but instead provides an abstract characterization of the intended semantics. For proving behavioral properties, the ordered tuple approach used in Example 49 is much better, because it avoids the extra complication of the commutativity equations.
Conclusions and Futures
The hidden agenda disclosed here is very ambitious, but we hope to have given evidence that it is feasible to meet its goals, and indeed that much of the necessary groundwork has already been done. We would agree it is surprising that the hidden approach is both more general and more e ective (in regard to proofs) than the traditional process algebra and transition system approaches, but it really does seem that the`simpli cations' introduced by these approaches actually make many proofs more di cult. It is perhaps even more surprising that while we initially focused on the object paradigm, we could not avoid the constraint, logic, and concurrent paradigms, nor nondeterminism and in nite data values. Moreover, by using the module system of parameterized programming, we obtain the power of higher order functional programming in a simple rst order setting. Of course, much work remains to meet the challenge set by the applications and mechanical support of the more established approaches.
We are experimenting with ways to organize hidden proofs as active websites, using html, Java, JavaScript, etc., and a website editor called Kumo 55, 54] , which provides direct support for hidden coinduction and automatically generates an entire website for a proof, including executable OBJ3 proof scores, links to background material, and to explanation pages. We intend to link this tool to decision methods for special domains beyond canonical term rewriting theories, such as Presburger arithmetic. Traceability is very important when constructing complex new proofs, and we intend to explore use of the toor hypermedia tool 83] for this purpose. We have already done one rather substantial hidden proof, namely the correctness of an optimizing compiler for OBJ3, based on an abstract term rewriting machine 66, 65] , and several smaller examples are on the web, including the stack example of Section 4.
This paper has restricted attention to hidden many sorted algebra. The extension to hidden order sorted algebra is not really di cult, but it cannot be trivial, since it covers nonterminating systems, partial recursive functions, multiple inheritance, error de nition and handling, coercion, overwriting, multiple representation, and more; many details appear in 75], but there is still more work to be done. We also wish to further explore connections with other approaches, including coalgebra and concurrent logic programming; it would be interesting to nd morphisms between the relevant institutions, generalizing the adjunctions of Winskel 96] .
We feel that hidden algebra is a natural next step in the evolution of algebraic speci cation, carrying forward the intentions of its founders in a simple and elegant way to the realities of modern software. Initial algebra semantics still works for data values, but now we can also handle systems of objects (abstract machines), concurrency, constraints, streams, existential queries, and more; we wish to further explore this potent combination of paradigms, and apply it to further problems of real practical value.
A.1 Loose Semantics
Under loose semantics, we have the beautiful situation described by Birkho 's Theorem, that an equation is true for all models i it is provable by equational deduction. In particular, anything provable by reduction is true of all models. Although the converse does not hold and reduction is incomplete, reduction has the tremendous advantage of being totally automatic. This is important because even fairly simple problems can require a few hundred deductions. Applying a non-rewrite equation requires user control, to choose values for variables and the precise point of application; this can get tedious. Even though OBJ3 does allow sophisticated combinations of application and rewriting (see Section 5.5 of 60]), it is clear that users will always prefer proofs by pure rewriting if they are possible. Now let's introduce our rst four relations: let t = t 0 mean that the equation can be deduced using equational reasoning; more explicitly, we can write T`(8X) t = t 0 . This is the domain of general equational reasoning; note that the equality sign is also used in OBJ3 as a separator between the two terms of an equation.
Second, t ! t 0 means that t rewrites to t 0 ; more explicitly, we can write T`(8X) t ! t 0 , where all equations in T must be rewrite rules. When a speci cation consists of rewrite rules, and when only rewriting is to be used for proofs, it would make sense to use the notation ! for equations in T instead of =, because then ! is the transitive and re exive closure of our third relation !, which represents one rewriting step. Note that we do not assume any special properties of T, such as Church-Rosser or termination, only that T consists of rewrite rules 25 . This is the domain of Meseguer's rewriting logic 77]. It is worth noting that in practice, OBJ speci cations nearly always consist of rewrite rules, even though this is far from a theoretical necessity. The relation = is the transitive, re exive, and symmetric closure of !, and thus goes beyond rewriting logic by invoking symmetry.
Fourth, t == t 0 means that t; t 0 both have normal forms under T, and that these forms are identical; if t == t 0 is true, then t and t 0 rewrite to the same term, so that an equational proof for t = t 0 exists; but if t == t 0 is false, then we don't know whether or not t = t 0 holds. Note also that t == t 0 can fail to have a value because of non-termination.
To summarize, t ! t 0 implies t ! t 0 , which implies t == t 0 if t 0 has a normal form, and each of these implies t = t 0 . None of these implications can be reversed.
A.2 Initial Semantics
Under initial semantics, the intended interpretation of a speci cation T is the class of its initial models. For equational logic, we know that such models always exist, and moreover that they are all isomorphic 57]. Strictly speaking, OBJ3 makes no special computational provision for initial semantics; however it does allow users to declare their intention that certain speci cations should be interpreted initially instead of loosely, by using the keyword pair obj...endo instead of the pair th...endth. Although it would make no computational di erence at all if this convention were reversed, certain computations have a di erent signi cance under initial semantics than they would under loose semantics. In particular, if T is canonical, i.e., both Church-Rosser and terminating, then for t; t 0 ground terms, t == t 0 i t = t 0 holds in the initial algebra; that is, == gives a decision procedure for initial ground equational satisfaction, and it decides disequality as well as equality. But reduction cannot prove all the equations that are true in initial models; inductive proofs are more powerful, are valid, and are often necessary.
All proof methods discussed in the previous subsection for loose semantics are still valid for initial semantics; in fact they are valid for all models, so they certainly hold for an initial model, and they do not require T to be canonical. Inductive proofs are also valid without any assumptions on the form of equations, although such assumptions may facilitate computations for the base and step cases of an inductive proof.
We now introduce some more relations: let t = t 0 mean D j = (8X) t = t 0 , where D is an initial T-algebra; we may also write this as T j = (8X) t = t 0 , or even (as in 37]) T j = (8X) t = t 0 .
The important fact that reasoning techniques for loose semantics are still valid is expressed by the assertion t = t 0 implies t = t 0 . So in particular, t == t 0 implies t = t 0 , and also of course t ! t 0 implies t = t 0 . But more than this, we can use`inductive lemmas' in these loose deductions; that is, if we have previously proved t 1 = t 2 using induction, and if t 1 = t 2 is a rewrite rule, then we can add t 1 ! t 2 to T in computing t == t 0 . Let us (somewhat informally, since it doesn't indicate exactly what set T 0 of rewrite rules is involved, except that T T 0 Th(D), where Th(D) denotes the set of all equations true of D) write t = = t 0 for proofs done this way; and similarly, let us write t > t 0 for proofs by reduction that may use inductive lemmas. Then we have t > t 0 implies t = = t 0 if t 0 has a normal form, and t > t 0 and t = = t 0 both imply t = t 0 . In fact, these relations represent the most convenient way to do many inductive arguments.
A.3 Hidden Semantics
A hidden speci cation is a loose protecting extension (because j is de ned interms of j =) of an initially interpreted subtheory; let T denote the entire theory and let T D denote its initial subtheory. Under this de nition, hidden models are technically (loose) models of T such that when restricted to the signature D of T D they are an initial model of T D ; but because all initial models are isomorphic, there is no loss of generality if we assume, as in the body of this paper, that the restriction to D is a particular initial model D of T D . Now more relations: behavioral equality, t t 0 , is as in De nition 5; we may also write T j = (8X) t t 0 , or even T j (8X) t = t 0 . Once again, it is important to note that loose reasoning is valid; in other words t = t 0 implies t t 0 . Therefore t == t 0 implies t t 0 , and t ! t 0 implies t t 0 . Moreover, we can use`behavioral lemmas' about hidden sorts and inductive lemmas about visible sorts in such loose deductions: if we have previously shown t 1 t 2 or t 1 = t 2 , and if t 1 = t 2 is a rewrite rule, then we can add t 1 ! t 2 to T in computing t == t 0 . That inductive assertions about the data subtheory can be used in behavioral proofs is expressed by saying t = t 0 implies t t 0 , provided t; t 0 are always of visible sort whenever we write t = t 0 . In fact, inductive lemmas about data are often needed in behavioral proofs. Let us (again somewhat informally, since it doesn't indicate exactly what rewrite rules are involved) indicate this kind of deduction by writing t t 0 , and let us similarly write t > t 0 for proofs by reduction that may use behavioral and inductive lemmas. Then t > t 0 implies t t 0 implies t t 0 ; these relations often represent the most convenient way to carry out behavioral arguments, often as part of a coinductive proof.
The o cial OBJ3 syntax does not allow declaring some sorts to be hidden. Although it would be easy to modify the syntax, there is no compelling reason to do so, because (1) just as with the distinction between obj...endo and th...endth, it would have no computational e ect, and (2) it is easy to introduce a notational convention that serves the same purpose, which after all is just to declare user intentions. In fact, we have already introduced such a convention: all new sorts declared in theory modules containing the line pr DATA are hidden, and all the sorts declared in DATA are visible.
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A.4 Discussion
In doing coinductive proofs within the hidden conventions suggested above, there are just two kinds of sort, hidden and visible; therefore the two kinds of computation that OBJ3 provides (rewriting and general equational reasoning) are always valid, because they are valid for each kind of sort separately. However, because induction is only valid for visible (data) sorts and coinduction is only valid for hidden sorts, some mental discipline is necessary in using OBJ3 this way; it is necessary to keep track of the signi cance of computations based on conventions that do not actually e ect the outcome of the computations. Under this discipline, many assertions that would otherwise have to be made outside OBJ can be seen as assertions within OBJ. The fact that nearly all the relations that we have so carefully distinguished in our theoretical discussion above, are denoted by the same symbol in OBJ3 syntax, namely =, makes more sense than seems reasonable at rst, because of its convenience, and because of the inclusions among these relations as discussed above.
Turning a bit towards philosophy, we note that a mechanical theorem prover does not know what it is doing (nor does any program, or any computer); the meaning of a computation can only can supplied by a user, based on information about its context.
B Two Small Coinductive Proofs
Below are OBJ3 proof scores using hidden coinduction to solve two exercises in this paper.
Exercise 33: We let contain getx, and let ? contain putx; then we use Proposition 30 and apply Corollary 29. eq getx s1 = getx s2 . eq gety s1 = gety s2 . red putx(n,s1) R putx(n,s2) . ***> should be: true red puty(n,s1) R puty(n,s2) . ***> should be: true close ***> now prove the equation: red putx(m,puty(n,s1)) R puty(n,putx(m,s1)) . ***> should be: true 2 C Modularity and Inheritance
Our approach to modularity assumes that signatures, models and axioms satisfy certain natural axioms that de ne a so called institution 26 39, 20, 59] . This gives the powerful module facilities of parameterized programming 29, 31] , including generic modules that take other modules as parameters which may themselves be parameterized, module expressions that say how to interconnect and/or modify a collection of modules taking proper account of their parameterization and of any modules that they may inherit, and much more 29].
An analogy with functional programming may help 10]: modules are like functions, with theories as their types; then evaluating a well-typed module expression yields a new module, just as evaluating a well-typed functional expression yields a new function. In fact, parameterized programming gives all the power of higher order functional programming in a purely rst order setting, which makes it easier to do proofs and to write programs 30].
Parameterized programming also allows integrating speci cations with executable code, where the former is in a speci cation language and the latter is in a conventional programming language 27 . In this case, executing a module expression builds new executable code and its speci cation; the code may be in both textual and compiled executable forms. This is implemented in lileanna 59] , which also extends parameterized programming with a notion of information hiding that generalizes hidden algebra. lileanna, a module interconnection language for Ada 28, 92, 59] , has shown that this can have signi cant practical bene t for real problems ( ight control software for helicopters). Parameterized programming was rst implemented in OBJ 53, 27, 60] , and builds on ideas in the Clear language 12]; it has in uenced the module systems in the Ada and ML languages. Recent work on parameterized programming shows how it can be used to express software architectures 36], and can be extended to higher order modules and views 46].
We will not discuss our approach to inheritance here, because it uses order sorted algebra, but it is natural and simple, with subclasses just subsorts having more attributes and methods 41].
C.1 Multiple Paradigms
We have been able to handle the signi cant features of the object paradigm, and even to clarify and improve it a bit, e.g., by cleanly separating data from objects, and classes from modules; we have also shown how to add powerful generic modules, behavioral types for speci cation, and a declarative programming style. These ideas have been implemented in the foops language 51, 56, 90] and been shown useful, e.g., for implementing a multimedia requirements tracing system 83]. Parameterized programming can be considered a design (or architecture) language for any combination of paradigms 29, 36] .
The integration of functional and logic paradigms in the Eqlog language 49, 17] has been extended to integrate the object, logic and functional paradigms, while adding the constraint paradigm. Section 5 shows how to integrate concurrency with the above ideas in a natural way.
We have generally talked as if hidden theories are only used for speci cation. But theories can be directly executed under certain restrictions on the form of equations, as already implemented in OBJ, Eqlog and foops. Therefore hidden theories can be used directly for small and medium applications, as well as for prototyping large applications.
